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Evaluation Tool and Retrofit Matrix for Office Buildings

Dear Readers,

In the Evaluation Tool and Retrofit Matrix for Office Buildings
project, the institutes EBC and FCN have developed an electronic
tool for planning energy improvements in office buildings. The
tool is a comparatively simple way to assess the effectiveness
and cost-effectiveness of improvements to the building shell and
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systems.

Real-Time Simulation Facilitates Planning of Offshore Wind Farms
In the Wind Farm Simulation project, ACS and PGS have teamed
up with AixControl to develop a simulation model that can be used
to simulate, in real time, how large fluctuations in the amount of
power generated by wind farms affect grid stability, along with
the practical effects of new technical solutions on the complex
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This issue of Research & News presents the
projects “Evaluation Tool and Retrofix Matrix
for Office Buildings” and “Wind Farm Simulation,” focusing once again on two current
examples of the work done at the Aachenbased Energy Research Center and showing
how strongly our research work is geared
toward real-world applications. These projects,
each of which involves the participation of two
of the five institutes at E.ON ERC (and one of
which also includes a company in Aachen)
also show how important it is for researchers
to take an interdisciplinary stance and think
beyond the boundaries of their own disciplines. This kind of approach is the only way
to move forward towards the goal of developing a solid, detailed understanding of how
a sustainable energy supply can be realized.
Enjoy reading!
Sincerely,
Rik W. De Doncker

BMBF I Research Campus Funding Initiative
Two Research Consortia at RWTH Aachen University among the Winners
E.ON ERC is represented with five institutes and seven chairs in the “Future Electric Grids” Research Campus cluster
“Not one, but two independent topics and concepts, and two consortia of
higher education institutions, research institutions, and businesses simultaneously convinced the jury”, said Thomas Rachel, Parliamentary
State Secretary at the Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF), highlighting the outstanding prominence of RWTH Aachen
University in the German research landscape right at the start of
his brief address. He went on to say that if a single higher education institution was represented by two winning consortia in the
“Research Campus – Public-Private Partnerships for Innovation”

competition, that might certainly be viewed as a very special level of distinction. With the Research Campus “Future Electric Grids” (for more on this

Source: Martin Lux

Thomas Rachel, Parliamentary State Secretary at the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research (center), presented the funding announcements
to Prof. Reinhart Poprawe, “Digital Photonic Production” Research Campus
cluster (left, with certificate), and Prof. Rik W. De Doncker, “Future Electric
Grids” Research Campus cluster (right, with certificate).
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Research Campus cluster, headed by E.ON-ERC
Director Prof. Rik W. De Doncker, see Research
& News No. 3/2012 or visit www.fen.rwthaachen.de) and “Digital Photonic Production,” Rachel pointed out, two key topics
in research for the coming decades are at
the forefront: expanding electric grids to
include direct current technology, and use of
light as a tool for production processes. He
also noted that these projects represent the
combined strengths of the university, business, and the research sector, and that these
kinds of intensive cooperation will make it
possible to make the necessary strides in
terms of quality in both research fields.

RWTH Aachen University Rector Prof. Ernst
Schmachtenberg views the ministry’s funding
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decisions as providing sustained support for
the development and expansion of the RWTH
Aachen campus in the northwest of the city.
He also says the approval is another major
step toward “achieving our goal of becoming
one of the world’s best integrated interdisciplinary technical universities by 2020.”
Research policy meets municipal policy:
State Secretary Thomas Rachel (left)
presented the approval announcements to
Aachen’s Lord Mayor, Marcel Philipp, who
was pleased with the boost this will give Aachen
and the RWTH Aachen University campus
as a hub of research activities.

EBC/FCN I Energy Improvements
Evaluation Tool and Retrofix Matrix for Office Buildings
Joint project involving EBC and FCN improves technical and economic assessment of renovation activities
If you want to protect the environment, there’s
no better place to start than your own home
or office property. After all, heating buildings
is responsible for about a third of all energy
consumed in Germany. Supplying electricity to
office buildings alone accounts for about ten
percent of final energy demand. If, on top of
that, you know that 80 percent of existing properties are more than 25 years old, and that the
basements of many of these buildings are still
home to the very first boiler ever installed, it
becomes clear where there is especially great
potential for savings, both in this country and
elsewhere. All of this is well known, including
property owners, and yet the rate of improvements is only about one percent per year. One
of the reasons: Energy improvements aren’t
exactly cheap, and even professionals are
unable to say right off the bat when, and for
what period, investing in new insulation and/
or a new boiler will be worthwhile.
The Energy Efficient Buildings and Indoor
Climate (EBC) institute and the Future Energy

Consumer Needs and Behavior (FCN) institute
at E.ON ERC aim to change that. Both institutes have teamed up for a project entitled
“Evaluation Tool and Retrofit Matrix for Office
Buildings,” developing a helpful electronic
tool for planning energy improvements in
office buildings. Depending on the quality of
the data entered into the tool, it can be used
to generate a relatively simple evaluation,
from the initial rough estimate to a detailed
analysis, of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of possible measures affecting the
building shell and systems. The tool offers
owners of office or administrative buildings
the ability to quickly assess their properties’
efficiency potential and identify the retrofit
options that are best from both a technical
and an economic standpoint. It shows how,
and to what extent, energy can be conserved
and CO2 emissions reduced. It calculates onetime and ongoing costs. And it uses various
models of energy pricing to assess which
measures are cost-effective when and under
which overall conditions.
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As the first step, the actual current conditions
of the building envelope and systems are
entered and stored via a data entry screen. The
program fills in any data that may be missing
with default values. The various improvement
models can then be calculated based on these
data. Six individual renovation measures are
available to choose from: replacing the boiler,
replacing the lighting, insulating the roof, exterior wall, or basement ceiling, and replacing
the windows. These individual measures can
be combined into a total of 64 variations. For
each measure or combination of measures
that is entered, the program calculates the
potential energy savings and CO2 reduction as
well as the scope of the investment needed.
It also compares the ongoing expenses with
those associated with the current situation.
Financing costs are included in the calculation,
along with energy costs (and their predicted
development) and the costs associated with
service and repairs. Plus, if it seems that the
investment will pay off sooner if it is delayed,
the program notes that as a result as well.
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The existing tools and programs available
to evaluate building improvements focus
primarily on technical and energy-related
aspects, with meaningful economic comparisons offered in rudimentary form at best.
In the project “Evaluation Tool and Retrofit
Matrix for Office Buildings,” partners EBC
and FCN are taking it one major step further.
The program not only enables highly detailed
capture of actual conditions, including taking
panel cooling and heating systems into

account, or calculation of energy demand in
hourly increments, but also – and especially
– offers detailed cost-effectiveness calculations. Alongside investment costs and operating expenses, these calculations also take
account of other important parameters, such
as the time value of money and variability in
ongoing costs (development of energy prices).
The entry screen also lets users set a delay for
the investment and calculate the economic
effects that way.
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A second tool is used to capture and automatically review data from the building management system, such as information on use
times or heating trends. If the tool finds any
improper settings, it alerts the user.

The current status of the building is captured via
the tool’s entry screen, using general information
on the building and the building shell and systems.
To perform a cost-effectiveness calculation, the user
selects “Cost-Effectiveness” from the menu, enters
overall conditions such as the period considered,
inflation rate, loan term, interest rate, and
information on possible incentives and subsidies, and
selects one of the possible energy price scenarios.

The final report on the project (E.ON Energy
Research Center Series, Volume 5, Evaluation Tool
and Retrofit Matrix for Office Buildings) has been
published under ISSN 1868-7415. It is available from
the E.ON ERC (see publishing information).

ACS/PGS I Renewable Energy Generation
Real-Time Simulation facilitates Planning and Realization of Offshore Wind Farms
Cooperative project between ACS and PGS prevents expensive investment missteps
The percentage of electricity generated based
on renewables will continue to rise. In Germany,
the main focus of this ongoing shift is development of wind power capacity on the North Sea
and the Baltic Sea. Plans call for large offshore
wind farms to play a major role in the energy mix
in a few years. But it is impossible to consider
renewables without also talking about grid
expansion. And that expansion should not be
limited to quantitative aspects and construc-

tion of new lines for north-south transmission.
It is important to make the grid infrastructure
smarter at the same time in order to securely
and dependably integrate the power generated
by wind – which is necessarily volatile due to
changing weather conditions – and from other
renewable sources into the public power system.
To be able to develop and test possible solutions on a targeted basis, dependable infor-
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mation on how volatile generation affects the
grid is needed. It is also necessary to test new
technical systems with regard to their suitability and functionality as early as possible.
In the Wind Farm Simulation project, the
Institute for Automation of Complex Power
Systems (ACS) and the Institute for Power
Generation and Storage Systems (PGS) at
E.ON ERC have worked closely with each other
and with the Aachen-based company AixCon-
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trol to develop a simulation model that can be
used to simulate, in real time, how large fluctuations in the amount of power generated
by wind farms affect grid stability, along with
the practical effects of new technical solutions on the complex energy supply system.
Using this real-time simulator for wind farms,
the Aachen-based engineers are able to put
theoretical considerations into “virtual practice” and review them
in detail before costly,
labor-intensive implementation in real
facilities takes place.
This helps prevent
expensive investment
missteps.

types and connection elements as possible,
the individual boards can be modified accordingly. The associated interfaces enable both
analog and digital exchange of data. Another
important prerequisite for true-to-life depiction is the extremely short delay with which
system components exchange data with
each other. The connection with the RTDS
is designed so that its electrical properties
correspond to a highvoltage DC connection
between the wind
farm and the power
grid on the mainland.
The actual calculation takes place in the
RTDS, and the data
– on weather conditions, for example –
are entered and the
results visualized on
a PC.

The most important
components of the
simulation system are
a DSP (digital signal
processor) cluster and
A cluster component assembly consists primarily
one of Europe’s most
The infrastructure
of the processor board (above) and interface
powerful real-time
put in place for this
board (below). The backplane board mounted
simulators (the Real
research project was
vertically at the back of the housing coordinates
Time Digital Simulator
designed specifically
the ultra-fast high-frequency communication.
– RTDS), to which ACS
for studies of offshore
has had access since
wind farms, but thanks
mid–2010. The modular cluster encompasses
to its modular structure, it can also be used to
numerous component assemblies called
simulate other distributed sources of energy
“boards,” each of which stands for one of the
and electricity. That means the newly develfarm’s wind turbines. This allows the cluster
oped system makes a crucial contribution to
to represent the entire farm. To enable as
studying complex power supply systems.
true-to-life a depiction of different turbine

E.ON ERC I Colloquium
The talk by Arjuna Nebel, Research Fellow at the
Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Environment and
Energy, focused on “The Role of Grids in Shifting
to a Sustainable Energy Economy”. Nebel first
considered various scenarios regarding the
development of the energy mix in generation of
electricity from now until 2030 and then up until
2050. Ultimately, all of the studies cited forecast

that consumption will decline to one degree or
another by 2030. The experts also agree that
renewables will become increasingly important
as a source of power, rising to anywhere between
a minimum of 50 percent by 2050 and the Greenpeace forecast, which says power generation in
Germany will be based entirely on renewable
sources just under 40 years from now.
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E.ON ERC Ticker
This year, as in years past, the E.ON Energy
Research Center will participate in the
Girls’ Day (Mädchen Zukunftstag) event at
RWTH Aachen University on April 25. The
center will offer an attractive program. A
model landscape with a wind farm encourages attendees to
 
join in, air currents
Extra für Mädchen !
Wissenschaft
are made visible, and
Forschung
Technik
an energy quiz can
be solved in groups.
Students will also
  
Handwerk
Informatik
be able to explore
structures under
the earth’s surface,
unlock the fascinating world of electrons,
and learn how a battery works.
Bundesweite Koordinierungsstelle Girls’Day – Mädchen-Zukunftstag

Kompetenzzentrum Technik-Diversity-Chancengleichheit e.V. | Wilhelm-Bertelsmann-Str. 10 | 33602 Bielefeld
fon 0521.106-7357 | fax 0521.106-7377 | info@girls-day.de

© 2012 | Kompetenzzentrum Technik-Diversity-Chancengleichheit e. V.
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***
Energy research is a key component in
ensuring that the shift to a sustainable
energy economy is successful. The German
Association of Energy and Water Industries (BDEW) and the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF) emphatically presented this opinion at a jointly
organized research symposium in Berlin.
At the meeting, which was attended by
a distinguished group, Prof. Rik W. De
Doncker, Director of E.ON ERC, spoke
about smart grids and their possible
contribution to making the shift a success.
***
As part of a cooperative initiative between
RWTH Aachen University and Forschungszentrum Jülich (Research Center Jülich),
the team at the central offices of E.ON
ERC developed a comprehensive overview
of the research competencies of institutes
at both institutions in the area of energy
research. The data collected is scheduled
to be publicly announced at www.energylandscape.rwth-aachen.de in early April.
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This development necessarily also entails reassessment of the grid infrastructure. As the physical distances between generation and consumption grow in Germany, and as a European internal

ture practically automatically bring significant
consequences for the electricity market: The
average prices noted on the energy exchange
are decreasing while capacity utilization at
conventional power plants is also declining.
To be able to build the power plants that are
needed as a reserve anyway, solutions such as
capacity markets or creation of strategic reserves
are currently under discussion. Ultimately, Nebel
says, planning for expanding the grid and
designing a new market system are inseparable
issues, so they must be discussed together.

market is being fostered in the energy sector, as
elsewhere, the transmission grid is increasingly
developing from a safety grid to one focusing
on transportation. At the distribution network
level, there is a need for reliable integration of
small and medium generation capacity into the
supply system to an increasing degree. All of
these requirements mean that a rising amount
of monitoring and regulation is necessary.

***

The business sector, the political sphere, and
administrators are responding at both the
national and the European level with grid development plans. Nebel believes the German grid
development plan and the German federal
requirements plan, which is still to be adopted,
are important bases for further development, but
he also has criticism on several points, including
“inadequate transparency in the process” and
the narrow view of the next ten years that is
taken, although these kinds of infrastructures, he
says, are built for the next 40 to 80 years instead.
The ongoing changes in the generation struc-

Dr. Christoph Grimm, a professor at the Department of Computer Science at the University
of Kaiserslautern gave a presentation titled
“Microelectronic Platforms for the Smart Energy
Home” at E.ON ERC. Management of energy and
demand, the scholar says, are becoming increas-
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tion, manage energy storage, or predict use. At
the end of this development, Grimm believes,
lies the “Internet of Things,” in which devices
communicate and cooperate with each other and
with the grid. To get there, it will be necessary
for everyone to agree to a common “language”
despite the fact that there are different technologies involved. Grimm also pointed out that
it is at least equally important to reduce standby
power to appliances from the current level of as
much as 10 watts by a factor of about a thousand.
Otherwise, smart appliances alone could quickly
reach consumption values in the kilowatt range
in buildings.

E.ON ERC I E.ON Energy Research Center,
RWTH Aachen University,
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker
ACS I Automation of Complex Power
Systems, Prof. Antonello Monti, Ph. D.
EBC I Energy Efficient Buildings and Indoor
Climate, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dirk Müller
FCN I Future Energy Consumer Needs and
Behavior,
Prof. Dr. rer. soc. oec. Reinhard Madlener

ingly important in light of the fact that power
generation is decentralized and is becoming
more volatile. Grimm said that “smart appliances” will be a critically important factor in
this development, as they can control consump-

Events/Dates at E.ON ERC
April 25, 2013, 4.00 pm	Colloquium: Geothermal Potential: from Italy to Europe, perspectives
and case studies, Prof. Adele Manzella, National Science Center, Pisa
May 28, 2013, 4.00 pm

Colloquium (E.ON ERC/Energy Hills)

		

Prof. Christian Rehtanz, TU Dortmund

June 13 - 14, 2013

Grids and Storage • E.ON ERC Annual Meeting 2013

Information/E-Mail:

colloquium@eonerc.rwth-aachen.de
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GGE I Applied Geophysics and Geothermal
Energy, Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Christoph Clauser
PGS I Power Generation and Storage Systems,
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker
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